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Will look at: 

•Alongsideness in my working relationships - and yours 

• Informed by Adlerian psychology 

• Alongside epistemology for learning and generating knowledge   

• Democratising effect of alongsideness  

• Influence on social change. 

CONTEXT 

 Initially health visiting 

Makeamove for the Mind - dance movement therapy for postnatal depression 

 Adlerian Skype Research Group + Educational Research 





• To me, represents ‘at-oneness’, closeness and love 

• looking in the same direction 

• for a moment at least, equals sharing an idea  

• energizing buzz of warmth, eagerness to understand each other.  

• care about each other, and in that moment, cooperative, generous 

• in immediate emotional experience we draw on earlier experience 

• to come to know something about our being together 

• Gold Standard I aim for to be effective, useful. 





Web link to 2005 presentation

http://www.spanglefish.com/RobynPound/documents/alongsideness-for-adlerian-society2005-copy.pdf
http://www.spanglefish.com/RobynPound/documents/alongsideness-for-adlerian-society2005-copy.pdf


Two minutes to tell the person next  

to you something about yourself  

and why alongsideness interests you. 

Who are you? 
      

What does alongsideness mean to you?



Feedback: 

Having told your neighbour,  

anyone like to tell us  

what alongsideness means to you? 



Alongsideness for me: in words!  

Recognises social nature of being human   

Context dependent, + personal - not generalisable 

Interdependent  - ‘I am because WE are’ 

Contributes to mental wellbeing  - relationship affirming 

Process of becoming -  ‘As If’ —> embodiment of values  

Embraces contradiction -  gap between intention + reality 

Uses Livng Theory evaluation - check relationship claims 

Strengthens authenticity - ‘true to myself’ 

Offers explanation of what I am doing 



Building of our personalities starts in childhood …

Adler informs alongsideness:  

 
Introduced me to uniqueness of  the lens  through which each person sees their world 

Highlights the socially embedded nature  of  being human 

Uncovers individually created goals behind  our actions - we may be unaware 

Names basic emotional needs we seek to satisfy to be belong, confident, courageous contributors 



Each is building her own life story…



• to belong with others -         CONNECT 

• to improve, grow + learn -   CAPABLE  

• to feel valued, significant -   COUNT 

• to be resilient + hopeful -    COURAGE 

 In emotional climate: child seeks to satisfy his basic need

(Adapted from Lew & Bettner, 1997, 2006)

Child is more likely to find  friendship, enjoy work,  + intimate relationships,   
find meaning in life 
 by contributing to    
the lives of  others, 

when they experience  
their “Crucial Cs” 



subconcious reference to early experience



Butterfly effect of social change

Adler offers more about mental wellbeing …
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Adler suggested   
if  we feel self-absorbed, less than perfect, inferior, we may choose to strive 

for superiority 
in competition with others. 

or 
may choose not to: 

may give up, feel hopeless, 
not risk failure 

P O W E R
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We act purposefully towards our goals  
of completeness

Anxiety

(Adapted from John 2007)
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More socially useful, life enhancing 
move towards completeness 





I am because we are ~ we are because I am

In Makeamove:

‘The individual only becomes an individual  in a social context’ 
(Adler, 1927/1997:117) 

‘I need

‘I see you.

‘I can contribute

postnatal depression moves through

I need’

I can receive’

I refind my worth’



Alongsideness epistemology:  

   A way of understanding, improving, evaluating and  
   explaining relationships while in relationship - using Living Theory 

 Generates knowledge from shared emotional moments 

A way of becoming self aware by creating personal 
knowledge of effective relating.   

Philosophical coherrence with health visiting and Adlerian 
psychology - holds the individual and wider context in view together 
                  - democratising impulse  
                   - life as enquiry 

Evidence from practice …



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4v5kKiYMk2Q.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4v5kKiYMk2Q


and 

produce 

valid  

explanations

research
Makeamove  
Charity 2012

conferences  
videos + 

taster experiences

our 
publicationsresearch research

The Make a Move  Slices of Life is a useful way to look at changes you would like in your life 
now and where you are in your journey.   Here you can plot where you are and what you wish 
to improve. 

 

Ladder of Change. 

At one end of the ladder is the feeling of being stuck – of not feeling able to face the problem or 
accept help. From stuck we move to accepting help. At this stage we want to get away from the 
problem and we hope that someone else can sort it out for us. 
We start believing we can make a difference ourselves in our life. We look ahead towards what we 
want and away from the things we don’t want. We start to do things to 
achieve our goal and accept help from others. 
The next step is learning how to make recovery a reality. Some things we 
do work, and some things don’t. We may need support through this process. 
Gradually we become more self-reliant until we get to the point when we 
can manage without help from others.

Slices of Life

Adapted from The Mental Health Recovery Star www.mhpf.org.uk by Makeamove charity.  
Illustration © www.Makeamove.org.uk.

The numbers:
1-2  Stuck
3-4  Accepting help
5-6  Believing
7-8  Learning
9-10 Self-reliance

moving for the mind

improve 

evaluation

our ‘love fest’

we needed to:

collaborative 
paper

Sarah’s  
Chapter



Adlerian Skype Research Group:  one year on

Adlerian Spring  
Conference  
 April 2017 

Weekly, we tell our stories, write reflections  
and create video accounts from Skype 

web link: How to create a living poster

We introduced living posters for starting research



LIVING POSTERS?  BEFORE 
OR AFTER WHO ARE YOU?

research 
context     health visiting     
	 	      team  2015

A recent  
question 

2014

How do we understand/evaluate/explain  
Moving on Up! to enhance wellbeing ?

PhD question 
1996-2003

 How can I improve my health visiting  
support of parenting?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oOgXBLSBb7M&list=PLdV1Q4_wr8yImnARrftwDkuoeTG7uPv9P

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8zdBF3ZO5sg

Current  
questions

!
Practitioner research:  

building Robyn Pound’s  
living theory  

sleep 
video 2012

Health visiting

How do I promote an alongside epistemology?

How do I promote practitioner living  
theories as valid research in the NHS?

‘The creation of an 
alongside epistemology  
through action enquiry’ 

!
http://www.actionresearch.net/living/pound.shtml    ..
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Alongsideness

bathrobynpound@gmail.com
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To serve the organisation or the people before you?

What is health visiting for?

1989

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4v5kKiYMk2Q

Robyn’s best thinking today

How do we build sustainability of Moving on Up!  
as a community resource? 

Example:



After 43 years health visiting 
(families in Community + at home - UK NHS) 

the Bath Conversation Cafe  
helped me see differences between 

retirement and ‘moving on’.  
Makeamove (video top left)  

helped me recognise new domains  
for using alongsideness (video top right)  

in researching my practice after 
paid employment … 

  Activities, videos, publications

 Moving on as an ‘alongside’ Living Theory researcher    

Introducing Thesis

Awareness through movement

Doctor Researchers’ Skype Group

emotion 
+ body awareness

purposeful relationships in research to develop, 
evaluate + explain practice 

http://www.makeamove.org.uk/projects/with-mums/ 
http://www.actionresearch.net/writings/posters/

sarahhaddow061115.pdf

 … family, friends and      
.   the things I always 
    said I would do. 
    Robyn Pound January 2017

Makeamove for the Mind research

Bath Conversation Cafe
Jousse's theory of gesture

Adlerian Skype Research Group to explore  
use of Adlerian psychology in our fields 
of practice and Living Theory as suitable 
methodology for developing + explaining  

practical psychotherapy

Research group in action

Previous poster 2015:

Things change:



Knowledge Democracy

Action Research Network of the Americas  

First Global Assembly on Knowledge Democracy  
June 16th 2017 in Cartagena, Columbia.  

About alternative ways to create knowledge  
that contributes to Knowledge Democracy 

Alongsideness as epistemology + Adlerian psychology  
contribute to an ecology of  knowledges  

(Ramos + Rowell, 2017:5)
I cannot fight for a  freer society if   
at the same time  
I don’t respect  
the knowledge  
of  the people.   

Paolo Freire.. ..        



Just the beginning 



 http://www.spanglefish.com/RobynPound/  

To find: 

This presentation (2017) Alongsideness in working relationships and as epistemology 

Previous presentation (2005) Creating Alongsideness in Community Practice. Conway Hall, London   

How to create a Living Poster http://s3.spanglefish.com/s/37046/documents/creatingadlerianlivingposters.pdf  

Living Theory resources. http://www.actionresearch.net 

ARNA conference  https://knowledgedemocracy.org/ 

Educational Journal of  Living Theories http://ejolts.net 
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